
MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

THE COSMOS SPEAKS
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
“Abandon the urge to simplify everything, to look for formulas and easy answers, and begin to 
think multidimensionally, to glory in the mystery and paradoxes of life, not to be dismayed by the 
multitude of causes and consequences that are inherent in each experience -- to appreciate the 
fact that life is complex.” 
― M. Sco  Peck

Knowledge + experience begets understanding
“Holistic Intelligence”

“Simplicities are enormously complex. Consider the 
sentence "I love you".” 
― Richard O. Moore, Writing the Silences
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
The Cosmic Operating Systems & GPS

The Operating Holograms & created realities

Akasha

Waves 1-5

Mu (Lemuria) and Atlantis

Ancient cataclysms, origins of trauma, birth of the ego

Upgrading your brain

Staying Aligned
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

Light           vs           Meaning 

Source                     The Nine Waves
(Hard drive)                         (operating system)

WE ARE THE PROGRAMMERS (SOFTWARE)
The Nine Waves provide us with context and meaning .

This is done through the neural pathways that have been laid down in our 
brains through the continuum of life 

“We are tasked to build upon the foundation of the ancestors, to heal the fragmentations
within our psyche and restore the integrity of connection to Source”

Sethikus
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
“The World at first was endless space, in which existed only the creator, Taiowa.
This world had no shape, no time, no life except in the mind of the creator.
Eventually the infinite creator created the finite Sotuknang, whom he called his 
nephew to establish the nine universes (or worlds)”

Hopi Creation myth 

Spider Woman is a metaphor for she who creates from a 
central source. One day it is She who will pull all of her 
creation - back to her source. Her web represents the grids 
or matrix of our reality - the Spider Web Effect. Spider 
Woman's web links you to everything and everybody in our 
reality. It is how we learn to be psychic and to connect 
telepathically

Sotuknang also created Spider Woman, who served as a 
messenger for the creator and was an intercessor between the 
Source and the people. In some versions of the Hopi creation 
myth, it is she who creates all life under the direction of 
Sotuknang.
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

“Soul of man, you are like water….
Destiny of Man, you are like the wind”

Goethe

We are purifying our individual embodiments of soul so that the memory of our beauty 
and essence becomes the guide for our destiny (and others)
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

Matter
Plants & Animals

Primates
Human Beings

Culture

Higher Civilisations

Technology

Digital Revolution
Unification
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
Waves 1-5

Evolution is a Universal Process

1st Wave : The fundamentals of matter. The glue that holds it all together! Star 
systems, galaxies, planets, elements, molecules, crystals, minerals, rocks, single-
celled ‘life’

2nd Wave: Plants & Animals. Receivers and transmitters of divine ‘information’. 
Split into genders. Instinctual & the source of our instincts. First embodiments of 
ethereal energy. Continuing to evolve as we are with the new waves.
Eg Sacred White Animals, animal relationships, plant communications.

Recently found ‘Albino’ redwoods
Appear to act as toxic filters for the  forest
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
Waves 1-5

3rd Wave : Primates. Four-legged to 2-legged. Larger brains with increased 
polarisation. Precurser ‘behaviours’ for human development

4th Wave: Initial ‘Human’ beings. Expanding brains and increase in size, hunter-
gatherers, driven more by instinct, no ‘concepts’ of Divine origins. Learned to 
use tools

5th Wave : Where everything begins to change rapidly! 
- Language ability, mental development, emergence of consciousness
- Physically sleeker anatomy
Unfiltered, connected with other-worldly realms/concepts of Divine source
Origin of First nations people (Khoisan in Africa approx. 80 000 yrs old)
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5th Wave 
- Origin of all creation stories influenced by cultures forming
- Origin of burial ceremonies, art, ritual, symbolism
- Original Diamond Consciousness (hence our modern fascination with 

shamanic practices & indigenous peoples…trying to bridge the gap)
- No ego (no rational mind) Harmonic relationships with nature
- Origin of Adam & Eve  (various versions of!) 

Atlantis & Lemuria 
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

“In ancient mythology and history  the symbols of 
the tree and serpent have always denoted 
women/ the feminine principle and the mysteries 
in their keeping” ……..Michael Tsarion

Tree  = Tree of Life, origin or gateway to the great 
mystery
Serpent = the waves or emanations
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

The Hebrew word for Eve is ‘havvah’ meaning ‘mother of all things’ as well as ‘serpent’

Arabic words for ‘snake’,  ‘life’ and ‘teaching’ are closely related to the word or name, “Eve”

The concept of the Great mother, the creative feminine principle informed the cultures 
arising/emanating from the 5th wave ‘mind’

Goddess-based sects were prevalent around the Mediterranean around 1500 BC 
(carried 5th wave)
By 500 AD,  they had all but disappeared and been overrun by the patriarchy (6th wave)
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
Origin of Trauma and birthing of ego
1.  Atlantis – Intervention. ET 6th wavers ‘interfered with natural progress & 
evolution”. Genetic manipulation. Creation of slave race

Lemuria (or Mu= “Place of the Ancestors”) : breakaway group from Atlantis
Subsequent wars (earthly and galactic)

2.  Natural cataclysms 
- Approx. 40 000 yrs ago  - significant surge in cosmic radiation measured

by Beryllium-10 in Greenland Ice Core + 10% drop in magnetic 
field strength.
Evolutionary event – shift in consciousness as observed in cave
paintings around the world.

- 26 000 yrs ago – Disappearance of Neanderthal man, Ice Age
Increased Be-10 evidence 
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
Origin of Trauma and birthing of ego (cont.) 

13 000 – 11 000 years ago
- Major extinction
- End of last ice age
- Flood stories (disappearance of Atlantis and Lemurian cultures)
- Cosmic event evidenced by Be-10 + Iridium   deposits……AND NANODIAMONDS        
in deposits around the world  = > massive delivery of cosmic information for life 
upgrade (in preparation for 6th wave)
- Emergence of agricultural, domesticated animals and crops

What puts the ego into the driving seat is trauma and the need to create a 
measure of Control in the face of incredible danger. Modern man still suffers 

from PTSD as a result of these ancient events, and the left brain/ego has been 
running the show ever since. Often referred to as ‘fracturing’ the human psyche
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2

We are currently bridging the 5th

wave (primal unity/unfiltered 
consciousness), with the 9th wave of 
unification. As we bring the 9th

wave potentials online, we do so 
against the enormous pull of the 
‘old’ energy (like gravity)

Healing the traumas of the 5th (and 
subsequent) waves, is a critical 
aspect of our evolutionary journey 
and ability to attune to and 
embody the 9th wave.
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MASTERS OF DESTINY 2
Practices for week 2 

1. Focussed work with the Spirals
- anti clockwise spiral ‘back’ through time to Source

- clockwise spiral to recode life with source light
(infuse all ‘waves’)

2.  Focus and balance the brain by working with the 12 
complementary attributes. 
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Spirals and the Human vs Divine Script  

Human script runs left-right (counter-clockwise)

Divine Script runs right – left (clockwise)

DNA = marriage of both left hand + right hand spirals
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1 Being Silent Speaking
2 Receptivity Resistance to Influence 
3 Obeying Ruling 
4 Humility Self-Confidence
5 Speed and rapid responses Reflection 
6 To accept everything To differentiate and discern
7 Ability to fight Peace 
8 Caution Courage 
9 To Possess nothing To command everything 

10 To have no ties Loyalty 
11 Scorning  death Regard for Life 
12 Indifference Love 

The 12 sets of Opposites and the secrets of the Pyramids 

Mastering the 12 complementary sets is necessary for ultimate 
unification and co-creating effectively with the 9th wave 

1
Being Silent 
Speaking
2
Receptivity 
Resistance to Influence 
3
Obeying 
Ruling 
4
Humility 
Self-Confidence
5
Speed and rapid responses 
Reflection 
6
To accept everything 
To differentiate and discern
7
Ability to fight 
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Peace 
8
Caution 
Courage 
9
To Possess nothing 
To command everything 
10
To have no ties 
Loyalty 
11
Contempt for death 
Regard for Life 
12
Indifference 
Love 
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Pyramid  = 12 pointed star
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12 Sets of Opposites
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